
 

 

  

Press Release  

SNP Transformation Backbone®: fourth release now available 

 

Release 11.4 of the software for SAP transformations offers expanded functionalities 

and a unit specialized on client splits – SNP presents the transformation software at 

SNP Transformation Summit, being held May 23 in Heidelberg, and at SAPPHIRE® 

NOW and 2011 ASUG Annual Conference, being held May 15 to 18 in Orlando, FL. 

 

Heidelberg, May 9, 2011 – SNP Transformation Backbone® (SNP T-Bone) 11.4 is the 

fourth release of the world’s first transformation software supporting the automatized 

adaption of SAP system landscapes to business restructurings and technological chang-

es. Apart from expanded implementation functionalities, an optimized usability and en-

hanced migration control, the software offers a new version of SNP T-Bone Analysis 

Cockpit, which makes possible improved evaluation and graphic illustrations of analytic 

results. The renewed master data analysis allows SAP systems to be analyzed and eval-

uated offline across system boundaries and without size restriction. In the course of the 

software optimization, SNP streamlined, tailored and improved the unit portfolio with re-

gard to merge, split, upgrade and harmonization tasks. SNP also added SNP T-Bone Unit 

Client Split, which supports customers with carve-out scenarios. The unit is designed for 

carving-out master and transaction data from a source client and moving it to a target cli-

ent of a different SAP system. SNP offers software packages containing licenses for SNP 

T-Bone Basis and one SNP T-Bone Unit, training lessons, workshops, reviews, support 

with the go-live and hotline support during the project to customers and partners at a fixed 

price.  

At SNP Transformation Summit, being held May 23, 2011 in Heidelberg, SNP is going to 

present the new SNP T-Bone functionalities. The event addresses primarily SNP custom-

ers, partners, and interested parties. At SAPPHIRE® NOW and 2011 ASUG Annual Confer-

ence, being held May 15 to 18, 2011 in Orlando, Florida, SNP presents its portfolio to an inter-

national SAP public. 

“With SNP T-Bone 11.4, our customers and partners have a reliable tool at hand to 

face the challenges of global system restructurings”, says Dr. Andreas Schneider-

Neureither, CEO of SNP AG. By now, customers and partners worldwide are 

employing SNP T-Bone for their transformation projects. Some of them – Siemens, 

Porsche, ThyssenKrupp IT Services and Russian Railways – are going to report on 

their experience with SNP software at the SNP Transformation Summit event. 



 

 

  

For more information on SNP Transformation Summit please visit 

http://www.transformation-summit.com/ 

 

For further information on our participation at SAPPHIRE® NOW and 2011 ASUG 

Annual Conference please visit our website. 

 

 
About SNP 

 

SNP is a leading provider of software and software-related-services for transformations of 

SAP systems required in the wake of corporate restructurings or technical progress. For 

these adoptions of the IT landscape – called Business Landscape Transformation® - SNP 

offers with SNP Transformation Backbone® the world’s first standardized software. 

SNP was founded in 1994 and currently employs approximately 170 employees at five 

locations in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. SNP serves international and national 

clients and has the experience of more than 1,200 successfully completed projects. In 

fiscal year 2010, SNP AG achieved a turnover of 22 million Euros. The company is listed 

on the General Standard of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. 

For more information please visit www.snp-ag.com/en. 
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